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 sometime this spring, the comment sections of food blogs—those semi-professional online digests of culinary obsession—lit up in unison. The question, posed by gourmands with a potent fervor born equally of hunger for food as well as status, was, “Have you been to Ubuntu?” A cooing review in The New York Times had thrust a vegetarian restaurant in downtown Napa with a hard-to-say name and a built-in yoga studio front-and-center on the national food scene, and devotees to everything new and delicious have been jamming the reservation lines ever since.

Ubuntu’s meteoric streak out of the gates and into the winner’s circle raises the question: What combination of ingredients yields this kind of once-in-a-decade restaurant launch? Countless other ambitious eateries around California have no doubt thrown open their doors in the last year, and while many will thrive, none has struck the kind of operatic high notes of Americans identify as vegetarian.) Furthermore, there’s certainly no shortage of fine dining establishments in Northern California’s wine country. Also working against it, Ubuntu (oooh-BUN-too) is tucked away on a side street in downtown Napa—traditionally the least desirable neck of the wine country woods. Most people returning from a “trip to Napa” likely never set foot in the town; they prefer to sample epicurean bliss lurking in the more refined neighboring villages of Yountville, Rutherford and St. Helena. Propping the restaurant’s hurdles even higher, a full-fledged yoga center hovers above Ubuntu’s double-height dining room.

Let’s just say most restaurant business consultants would have run screaming from this plan. “The concept of a vegetarian restaurant and yoga studio was definitely met with a little skepticism,” admits Lawrence, who signed the lease on her space in August, 2006.

So why has Ubuntu worked? Yes, the kitchen, steered by executive chef Jeremy Fox, performs its mission flawlessly. And yes, it’s unique. Those two accomplishments are certainly enough to launch almost any eatery into the rarified air of unbridled success stories. But the truly special ingredient at Ubuntu is the joyful way it defies expectation. That is to say, there are few other restaurants in the world that so deftly marry surprise with satisfaction. Sure, molecular gastronomy wizards like Ferran Adrià of Spain’s El Bulli tickle guests’ palates with such unorthodoxies as freeze-dried foie gras and popcorn clouds, but that’s exactly why food tourists trek around the globe for a seat at his table—they know praise, inquiry and excitement streaming around Ubuntu.

On paper, the safe bet would have been against this restaurant, conceived by Napa resident and yoga enthusiast Sandy Lawrence. To begin with, the market for meatless restaurants brings with it a seemingly low ceiling. (A survey of surveys indicates no more than 2.8% just what they’re getting. Ubuntu, on the other hand, inverts preconceived notions at every turn. Vegetarians looking for an exalted health food menu find themselves sampling such unabashedly indulgent elements as truffle-laced Pecorino cheese and a deep-fried egg with brown-butter emulsion. Epicureans dashing through the wine country in search
of the most extravagant menus imaginable have their own
curve balls to contend with at Ubuntu. Caviar, Wagyu beef
and other hallmarks of haute cuisine are nowhere to be found;
instead, diners are left to contemplate the unexpected rich-
ness of earthly delights such as English peas, transported to
uncharted heights in a consommé of their own shells, sprinkled
with crushed macadamia, white chocolate and mint.

The early flickers of Lawrence’s idea for Ubuntu—a
term from the Bantu languages of Southern Africa re-
ferring to openness, community and a spirit of sharing—came during, of all things, a potluck dinner. Be-
fore moving to Napa full time in 2005, Lawrence
owned a Miami-based company organizing interna-
tional conferences for natural resources companies.

“Around the time that I sold my business, my focus
turned to yoga,” says Lawrence, who began hosting re-
treats and community yoga nights at her rambling
property high in the mountains above Napa. “Some of
the best chefs in the valley came to those nights, and
everyone brought covered dishes, the bulk of which
were vegetarian,” she says. “Everyone began to ask
why there wasn’t a really delicious vegetarian resta-
urnant in Napa.” While her notion to answer that ques-
tion with a business left many advisors scratching
their heads, Lawrence’s memories of those magical
early dinners fortified her confidence.

Ultimately, the compact fluorescent light bulb lit up
over Lawrence’s head when she saw a “for rent” sign
in the window of a futon shop on Napa’s Main Street.
crafted from a fallen redwood tree. The fact that Law-
rence herself is not vegetarian was completely beside
the point; she simply wanted to give produce its due.

Topping her to-do list were two crucial items: securing a
source of superlative ingredients for her kitchen and hiring
the perfect chef to cook them. The first task called for the
planting of a private one-acre biodynamic garden, the land
for which Lawrence luckily had to spare at her hillside
property. As for the chef, a range of applicants were whittled
down to eight contenders from around the country, all of
whom were invited to visit Napa for a final round audition.
Relying solely on produce harvested from local gardens that
morning, each cook was asked to prepare four appetizers,
four entrées and two desserts. Out of the octet of applicants,

Lawrence says one team “clearly stood out from the
rest,” that of Jeremy Fox and pastry chef Deannie
Fox. At the time, the husband-and-wife duo worked
at David Kinch’s Michelin two-star restaurant Manre-

sa in Los Gatos.

“No way.” Those were
Fox’s first words when pre-
sented with the idea of
heading a vegetarian kitch-

en. At Manresa, where Fox
was second in command,

Inspired by the space, with its soaring 24-foot ceilings
and 120-year-old stone walls, she signed the lease and,
along with architect Michael Bauschke, set out to cre-
ate a vegetarian Valhalla—complete with floors made
from old shipping crates, 100% recycled water glasses,
Heath Ceramics pottery and a community table for 26

“I’M PROUD
EVERY TIME
I SEE A NEW CROP OF
RADISHES OR
INCREDIBLE
GREENS.
THEY’RE LIKE
MY KIDS. AS
A CHEF IN
CALIFORNIA,
YOU’RE
SPOILED—IN A
GOOD WAY.”

his duties included preparing its special 14-course pork
dinners and overseeing all of the charcuterie offerings on
the menu. Meat was a core element of this young Cleve-
lan-born chef’s culinary vocabulary. At the same time, Fox
had seen the bounty provided by Manresa’s own private
biodynamic vegetable garden and was well aware of the

will soon find its way onto Ubuntu’s menu includes purple artichokes, ice plant seedlings, micro kale, kohlrabi, baby carrots and edible flowers.
French breakfast, cherry bell and Italian gold varieties make their way from the garden to Fox's dish of radishes paired with local chèvre, nori, hong wit, black salt and mustard-Banyuls vinaigrette.
savory potential of plant-based cuisine as exhibited by chefs like Alice Waters of Chez Panisse in Berkeley and Alain Passard of L'Arpège in Paris. With that in mind, Fox overcame his initial hesitation and got on board with two crucial conditions: "No tofu and no brown rice." With those wishes granted, the couple promptly moved to within two blocks of Ubuntu and began crafting a new take on vegetable cuisine.

Fox's methods at Ubuntu are intimately linked to the efforts of Jeff Dawson and Rose Robertson, the gardening talents who have shaped the restaurant's fields and prepare the pristine boxes of produce ultimately informing the kitchen's seasonally evolving menu. Strolling through the garden on a late spring morning, one encounters nothing short of a vegetable safari, including tiny arugula screaming with peppery flavor; seven kinds of radishes, all primed to be plucked at an unusually diminutive stage; 27 varieties of tomato; bunches of ficoide glaucia, or ice plant, a dark green specimen with crystalline moisture dotting each leaf, the seeds for which were imported from France; a chorus of micro greens; edible violets; Chinese artichokes, which have

"JUST ORDERING A BOX OF VEGETABLES FROM SOME RANDOM SOURCE LACKS MEANING. GETTING CARROTS WITH DIRT ON THEM THAT WERE PICKED TWO HOURS AGO—THAT'S SPECIAL."

greens. They're like my kids," he says. "Just ordering a box of vegetables to use in a kitchen from some random source really lacks meaning. Getting carrots with dirt on them that were picked two hours ago—that's special."

Tasting produce like those carrots—sans grit—transformed by Fox and his team, is special, to say the least. Ribbons of asparagus loop around perfect spears of the same vegetable, glowing as if lit from within. Peppery and crisp French breakfast radishes the size of gnocchetti mingle with a quenelle of goat cheese flecked with briny bits of dried seaweed. These compositions practically float above the table, tickling the palate with their unconventionally mixed tastes and textures.

As dinner progresses, Fox subtly veers toward more substantial dishes, preemptively dispelling the famished omnivore's typical worry that a meatless menu, however interesting, could never truly satiate. One of Ubuntu's most delectable declarations of substance comes in an individual cast-iron pot filled with layers of cauliflower treated with the same inventive reverence of a goose's liver in classic haute cuisine. A velvety puree imbued with cream anchors the dish; above that rest several masterfully roasted florets; and nestled to the side, a spoonful of what looks and tastes like couscous but is, in fact, meticulously diced cauliflower. On a wood fire-baked pizza, mushrooms strike a deep and earthy chord resting on a puree of their own trimmings and dotted with ricotta. Golden rice "grits" carry a slow-cooked egg dressed with goat's milk whey, braised in the bubbly charm of edible Michelin men; an array of nettles; and all manner of quince, plums and apples dangling from 33 fruit trees. It's like Willy Wonka's factory for the Whole Foods set.

Fox's appreciation for the gardeners' work runs deep. "I'm proud every time I see a new crop of radishes or incred-
Ubuntu pastry chef Daamie Fox showcases superb fruit in each dessert, such as this composition of roasted strawberries, lemon cream, frozen yogurt parfait and lavender meringue.
also dictated a prodigious learning curve for the kitchen (one that has prompted a substantial upgrade to the restaurant's facilities this summer). As Fox and his team excelled, word began to spread. Ubuntu's profile soared, culminating in the food-world equivalent of an actress appearing on the cover of People: a rare review-cum-love letter written by Frank Bruni in The New York Times. Lawrence says the effect was immediate; diners were suddenly venturing from overseas to sample Ubuntu's exalted vegetable cuisine. "On the day the Times review came out, we got a call from a couple on a plane about to take off back east, saying they were on their way for dinner," says Lawrence.

In the span of a year, what Ubuntu has achieved, ultimately, is to add itself to the short list of California restaurants—Chez Panisse and The French Laundry among them—which have transcended geography and made an impact on the gourmet world with the unique expression of just how good food—with or without the perfect cut of beef—can be.
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